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Hi Everyone, and welcome on the pathto 'Authentic Love'. I am thrilled you

have decided to take this beautiful, bold step in your life. I have a slightly

different flavor from many dating experts and look forward to sharing my

experience, insights, and thoughts from years of training. The end result will

help you get out there with confidence, courage, and a high degree of

authenticity which will ultimately set you up for success in creating deeper

romantic connections. 

 

It is important you go through the course sequentially. Resist the temptation to skip ahead

as each and every step is critical to getting the result you want

Working through your past will help guide you toward making far superior, new choices

moving forward

Contrary to popular belief, relationships are not here to make us happy, but rather to help

us grow

A partner is not here to complete you, but rather add to your already joyful life. Make sure

your life is amazing whether you have a significant other or are currently single

Having a life brimming with passion, purpose, and connection is extremely attractive and

vital to your emotional health & wellbeing

Have fun and enjoy!

Just a few things to think about:
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Past Relationships

Family Dynamics

Clearing Techniques

Heart Wound Healing

Uncover your Top 5 values

Chemistry & Commonality

Introducing the Science of Attraction

Significance of Values & Commonality

Dating with Integrity & Authenticity

Internet Dating/Apps

Before the Date

Understanding the Chemistry of Attraction

Setting the Stage

First dates

What 'to do' or 'not to do'

Spotting a Narcissist - Covert, Grandiose & Vulnerable

Creating Connection

Boundaries & Setting Limits

Awareness of compatibility

Accepting what you can change and what you cannot

How to stay true to yourself

Your Authenticity Stamp
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Your beliefs, feelings, and behaviors are modeled and developed in

childhood. What did you witness, experience, and learn from your formative

years, relative to love and relationship?

How has your experience influenced the ways in which you relate, deal with

conflict, or form attachments?

Family Dynamics

How are you feeling about your previous

relationships? Are shadows from the past

showing up in your life today?

Are you revisiting old memories and past hurts,

or living in fear of the repetition of a betrayal

that broke your heart? Are you angry, resentful,

and filled with blame over the perceived unfair

way in which you were treated in a past love

relationship?

Do you feel emotionally healed, healthy, and

ready to step forward, or are echoes from the

past haunting and affecting your choices?

Have you taken 100% responsibility for your

participation in past failed relationships? No

matter how it may appear, we all co-create the

situations we find ourselves in

Past Relationships

Heart Wound Healing

Remember: Hurt people, hurt people
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Prioritize emotional growth and personal development: Read books, attend

workshops, listen to podcasts .... remember that 'you get out what you put in'

Start a daily meditation practice

Journal & practice daily gratitudes

Learn the lessons from your past, say thank you, forgive & then let go!

Forgiveness is not saying what the other person did was ok, but rather it is

about you deciding NOT to carry the pain forward into your life

Be clear on the difference between 'needs' & 'expectations'. What are your

needs (safety, honesty, etc), and what is in your basket of expectations?

Clearing tools and techniques

Write down or journal any negative feelings you are carrying and decide whether

or not you are ready to let them go. 

If so, proceed to burn the pages and let the energy contained in them dissolve and

disintegrate. The only place the past is alive is in your mind.
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Accomplishment

Accuracy

Acknowledgment

Adventure

Authenticity

Beauty

Calm

Collaboration

Community

Communication

Compassion

Confidence

Connection

Contentment

Contribution

Cooperation

Courage

Creativity

Curiosity

Determination

Directness

Discovery

Ease

Effortlessness

Empowerment

Values & Commonality

Enthusiasm

Environment

Excellence

Family

Focus

Freedom

Friendship

Fun

Generosity

Gentleness

Growth

Happiness

Harmony

Health

Helpfulness

Honesty

Humour

Idealism

Independence

Integrity

Joy

Kindness

Learning

Love

Loyalty

Orderliness

Participation

Partnership

Passion

Patience

Peace

Productivity

Recognition

Relationships

Respect

Romance

Self-Esteem

Service

Simplicity

Spirituality

Spontaneity

Strength

Tact

Thankfulness

Tolerance

Tradition

Trust

Understanding

Unity

Vitality

Select your top 5 values from the list below:

Use this values list or your own list to begin getting familiar with what matters most

to you. Core values are the traits and qualities that are most important to you.

Learning what your core values are is key to creating the life and relationship of

your dreams. 
 

1 ...................................................

2 ...................................................

3 ...................................................

4 ....................................................

5 ....................................................
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Values & Commonality

Values Wheel:

Use the 5 values you first chose and then do the exercise of comparing them until

you find your 'true' top 5.  Place them on the wheel (refer to the video for the

process).

1

4

5 3

2

 

1 .........................................................................................................................................................

2 ........................................................................................................................................................

3 ........................................................................................................................................................

4 ........................................................................................................................................................

5 ........................................................................................................................................................
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Polarity is the magnetic attraction between 2 opposing poles. i.e.

Masculine/Feminine or Alpha/Omega

This is not about gender as everyone has both energies

Masculine energy qualities are: Consciousness, emptiness, stillness, witnessing,

purpose, endings, death, getting to the bottom line & variety

Feminine energy qualities are: Light, life, flow, fullness, intuition, being seen,

taken on a journey, experiencing each and every moment in life & love

The energies of alpha and omega constantly wax and wane within us

depending on the circumstance. For the arc of attraction to be ignited, each

partner needs to be in the opposing energy i.e. one person in the alpha

(masculine) and the other in the omega (feminine). NOT GENDER-BASED!!

If you would like to learn more about this subject you can

access my FREE course on the Chemisty & Attraction on my

website: https://bellamareelane.com/polarity/ 

Values & Commonality

Chemistry is the magnetic force/spark you experience (or not) when meeting

someone

It is an extremely powerful, amazing aspect of relating AND it is not the entire

equation!

Commonality & compatibility is of significant importance in building and

maintaining a healthy, long-term relationship. Values alignment plays a

foundational role.

Chemistry & Commonality:

Introducing the Science of Attraction:
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Post photos that are current and a true representation (18 months). You want

your date to be relieved and thrilled when they meet you, not angry and

resentful

3-4 great, smiling photos 1 x headshot & 1 x full length as a minimum

No sunglasses, friends, bathroom selfies (or other inappropriate places)... No

pictures of sunsets, beaches, flowers, etc. Ring finger needs to be jewelry free and

after a certain point, the shirtless selfie is not doing you any favors. Your pictures

are your marketing, consider whom you are trying to attract!

Think happy thoughts when you are taking the photos. Your energy will radiate

through in the shots

Leading with sex will attract a certain type of attention so be careful what you

post unless you are looking for something more casual

Setting the Stage

Internet Dating with Integrity:

Make a commitment to integrity and authenticity

Be candid about your age, post current, well-curated photographs, alongside a

uniquely expressed profile. Nothing worthwhile will derive from deception

You need to embody the qualities you are looking for in another person

Photos:
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Before the Date:

Do not engage in text relationships as opposed to making a plan to either

speak, FaceTime or Zoom. 2-3 texts or emails and then encourage a move to

real connection! If they are not interested, that's your answer. Move on!

Don't spend too long on the first phone call. 15 minutes is fine just to see that

the person is real, interested in connection, and worthy of your time and effort

Let the chat unfold organically. Do not resume date or have a laundry list of

questions. It is about getting to know your, date NOT an interrogation!

Relax and enjoy the experience. Who knows where it might lead. Every

exchange is part of your journey

Write an engaging, optimistic bio. Remember men fall in love with how they

feel when they are with you. Looks alone will never be enough to keep

someone by your side

Don't write a laundry list of things you do NOT want!

Keep your profile upbeat, optimistic, and unique

Make sure to convey how you support, encourage, and stand by the people

you care about. It matters!

You want the person reading your profile to 'feel' emotion when they read

your words.   People will be inspired by feelings NOT logic!

 

Profile:

Setting the Stage
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Understanding the Chemistry of Attraction: 

The roles of Masculine/Feminine Energy

Alpha/masculine energy people will fall in love 'between' dates. They like to have

time to process

Omega/Feminine energy people will fall in love 'on' the date!

Alphas will then reach out for another connection or not/Omega is about

responsiveness

Do not play games

Respond in a timely, respectful manner when you receive a message

Remember: it may be best to wait and do some work on

yourself before venturing into the dating world if you are

feeling angry or jaded. You will attract a totally different kind

of person if you are feeling appreciative, optimistic & joyful. 

Setting the Stage
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Be on time

Dress the way you would on a regular date

Find a quiet space without interruption (i.e. not a coffee shop or busy area at

home)

Be creative. Design a fun, interesting date albeit not in real life. You could

enjoy a wine tasting, cooking, or art date. This relieves the pressure and offers

you both something fun & relaxing to do whilst becoming acquainted. Also

makes it more experiential which generates heightened emotions

Discuss your exes in negative disparaging ways. Do your own healing from

previous relationships prior to venturing out on dates

Share excessively about past relationships (positively or negatively) 

Treat the date like a job interview or interrogation

Make every conversation about you, thereby exhibiting a lack of interest in the

other person (narcissism on display) 

Be too quick to judge based on minimal information

Discuss all of your disappointments and frustrations with work, family  &

friendships

Ignore your intuition or reg flags

Show up inauthentically

Never, Never, Never send money to someone you have only met online, no matter

the circumstance!

Zoom Date Etiquette:

What NOT to do:

Creating Connection

First Dates:
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Narcissism comes in a full spectrum. Ranging from grandiose, covert,  somatic,

and several other lesser-known types.

A person with Malignant Narcissistic Personality Disorder has zero ability for

empathy. If empathy is not present it cannot be learned. Remember, the last

place a true narcissist is looking is inside. Their gaze is permanently turned

outward as they are constantly scanning their environment and the people in it,

to reflect and validate who they are, for without that external reflection they

cease to exist

Extreme charm

Too much, too fast, or too soon

If you yawn a healthy person will also yawn in empathy...not so with a narcissist

Things to watch out for:

Creating Connection

How to spot a Narcissist:

Ebb and flow in conversation are critical. Conscious communication is key. 

Keep the tone light, airy & fun to begin with.

Learn by listening. Pay attention to what is being said (or not said!)

How did they handle the end of previous relationships? Recent past behavior is

the best predictor of current behavior. Did they do any reflection or personal

work? Is it all the other persons' fault?  Are they stuck in victim mode?

Notice how they interact with other people (e.g waiters, waitresses, valet) whilst

on the date

Listen to how they talk about their family, friends, boss, etc

What TO do:

Remember: We attract who we are, not who we want!
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Your Authenticy Stamp

If you are not feeling that special romantic click' you were hoping for, be

kind, compassionate, & transparent

No ghosting. Do not treat others they way you would not want to be

treated

Be respectful & dignified

Other people will trigger feelings in you and those feelings are 'your'

responsibility to deal with

Do they bring out the best in you?

We fall in love with who we get to be when we are with that person

Do you feel attractive, appreciated, understood & respected?

Love & Lust are very different: Lust is more about chemistry & infatuation,

Love is experiential, deeper, and takes more time

Understanding attachment styles will help you

determine the how and why people form

relationships

Boundaries are super important. Do you know

what is and isn't ok for you in relationships?

Do you know how to lovingly set limits?

How aligned are you? Do you have

commonality?  Does the timing feel right?

Do you share a common life vision? 

Be authentic: Show the person who you 'really'

are, not just your best self as that is not

sustainable

Avoid investing too much of yourself too

quickly. Allow time to explore and discover. 

 Allow things to unfold at a natural, easy pace

Allow both your head & heart to be involved

when making relationship decisions

Compatibility:

How do you feel when you are with your date?:

Are you a good fit?:

Remember: Relationships are not here to make us happy,

they are here to help us grow!
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Your Authenticity Stamp

We don't have the right to try to change other people

Feel free to respectfully express your feelings if something doesn't feel right

or work for you. It is up to the other person how to respond.

You can't control what someone else does, only how you react to it

They are responsible for their behavior, & you are responsible for your

reaction and responses to their behavior

Our 'feelings' belong to us

Your 'growth' is in understanding how your actions/reactions impact your

life and interactions with others

If only 1 of you is interested in working through challenges and bumps in the

road, your relationship ultimately will not work. You are rowing the boat

with one oar!

Stay on 'your' path. This is not about being selfish, but being honest about

authentic

Relationship dynamics:

Have fun.....

Remember: Be authentic, loving and honest!
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'Love - the universal

cure for pain'
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